Edit 2019-29 Club Positions: Do It Now!
Think of the photos where two and three highways converge with
cars creeping along as they take turns merging into one freeway.
If you wait until June to update your members and 2019-20
leadership, you will be among the thousands of clubs around the
world attempting to accomplish the same task at the same time.
And, in turn, may find yourself bogged down in the �merging�
stream of data trying to be updated at Rotary International.
Step away from the crowd and act now to enter your 2019-20
leadership in DACdb before May 31. And through the RI Integration interface, enjoy the smooth
updating of your records automatically during the July 1 rollover.

5 Steps to Holding Volunteers Accountable
Now is the time of year when you want to identify the club's key
Committee Chairs for 2019-20 and get them set up in DACdb
Committees.
It's also time to be sure those Committee Chairs are clear on their
assignments and accountable for their success.

DACdb Video of the
Month
DACdb Finance
Your all encompassing accounting
package!

District
Communication
Officers' (DCOs)
Spring Task List
Now is the time of year when
communication with incoming club
and district leaders is absolutely
essential for success in the coming
Rotary year. That requires a general
update of 2019-20 leadership in
both clubs and districts.
On the part of districts, this may fall
to the DCO, the District Secretary or
a paid staff person, such as a
District Executive Secretary or
District Administrator.
The DCO should step up and ensure
that these tasks are assigned to
someone and are complete within
the next week or two.

DACdb Flag Registration- The Best Way to Manage
Multiple Purchases
Need a way to keep track of multiple flag purchases from your
sponsors?
Spring is now here and your club may be looking to display flags
for upcoming holidays or events. DACdb registration now allows for
you to keep track of sponsor flag purchases for these types of
events!

In Case You Missed It
A New eMeeting Option for Virtual
Clubs
Enhance your Event: DACdb My
Event

DACdb Support
What or Who is zGuest of District?
Are members reporting confusion as they register for events�a
spouse�s name appears instead of their own, perhaps? And for
the Club, this other record (that may or may not have the same
last name) is something called, zGuest of District? What in the
world is a zGuest of District club?
Lin Kelly
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Discover How to Make Committee Signups Easier & Faster
with DACdb
Discover how to make committee signups easier and faster with
DACdb.
Coordinating committees and all the components that go along
with committees and membership can be cumbersome and
tedious, making it difficult to clearly see committee roles and
participants, capacity limits and volunteer needs. There is a better
way and DACdb has the answer.

What is Rule of 85?
Rule of 85 is one of two types of excused absences that exempts
a member from having to meet the attendance requirements. The
other is Leave of Absence (LOA), and these are explained from an
excerpt from the 2016 RI Manual of procedure (MOP).

FREE Training! DACdb University
DACdb University: DACdb Finance- Faster Invoicing with
MealCodes
Tuesday, May 21 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM MDT
DACdb Finance- Your All-Inclusive Accounting Package
Are you counting meals on attendance sheets to charge
your members? No Need! Find out how to connect Finance and Engagement to
invoice your members faster, easier and with more detail!
To Register on DACdb:
1. Sign in to www.dacdb.com
2. Click on Calendar & register for event.
-or1. Click here: https://www.dacdb.com/index.cfm?EventID=77424870
2. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Register Now!
To Register on GoToMeeting:
Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/719886589
You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (786) 535-3211
Access Code: 719-886-589
Joining from a video-conferencing room or system?
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Dial: 67.217.95.2##719886589
Cisco devices: 719886589@67.217.95.2
New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/719886589
*Event Start Time: Please note time zones!
2:00 PM Pacific Time
3:00 PM Mountain Time
4:00 PM Central Time
5:00 PM Eastern Time

Promo of the MONTH!
DACdb Finance: Your all Inclusive Accounting Package
Increase your club�s billing accuracy, transparency and reduce
transition time between treasurers with our integrated, Rotaryfriendly accounting package.
$99 setup and 3 months free!
Offer valid through June 15
Promo Code: FSpring2019

Email: info@dacdb.com to take advantage of this deal!
DACdb Privacy Policy
The opinions expressed here are those of DACdb and not necessarily of Rotary International.
The opinions of non-DACdb contributors are solely their own and not necessarily those of DACdb.
DACdb, LLC respects your privacy and is committed to protecting it through our compliance with our privacy
policy ("Policy"). Maintaining protection of the data entrusted to our care by our constituents is of the utmost
importance to DACdb.
Our Policy describes the types of data we may collect from you or that you may provide when you visit
DACdb.com, join a club, use our services, or participate in our programs. It also describes our policies and
practices for collecting, using, protecting, and disclosing that data.
For more information: DACdb Privacy Policy

Questions? Contact us at info@dacdb.com

